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A functional central limit theorem is obtained for martingales which are not uniformly 
asymptotically negligible but grow at a geometric rate. The function space is not the usual C[O. I] 
or D[O, 1) but Rx, the space of all real sequences and the metric used leads to a non-separable 
metric space. 
The main theorem is applied to a martingale obtained from a supereritica5 Galton-Watson 
branching process and as simple corollaries the already known central hmit theorems for the 
Harris and Eotka-Nagaev estimators of the mean of the offspring distributilon, are obtained. 
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1. Introduction 
In this paper we obtain a functional central limit theorem for martingales (
and apply it to obtain a functional central limit theorem for a super 
Galton-Watson branching process. The function space invoked is It”, the 
all real sequences. The reason for this setting rather than the usual CfO, 1) or 
D[O, *J is that we are concerned with MG differences which are not uni 
asymptotically negligible but rather increase geometrically. In RY no metric 
induces the product topology can be of interest since the finite-dimensi 
distributions are then convergence-determining for the Morel a-field and 8 
functional limit theorem in this setting could produce nothqing more than 
given by convergence of the finite-dimensional distributions. The metric us 
produces a nonseparable metric space. 
The MG limit theorem is an extension of a sne-dimen 
Feigin [S] which has also beeen noted in Heyde and Fei 
metric dre taken from Heyde and Brown [7] who prove a 
for a supercritical Galton-Watson branchicig proce 
theorem concerns random sequences based on 
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sequences are functions of (Z,. . . , Zn) which makes the theorem of use in 
inference. In particular we can readily obtain central limit theorems for the 
Lotka-Nagaev estimator of the mean and the Harris (sometim,s inaccurately 
termed maximum likelihood) estimator of the mean. 
Fmally it should be noted that all the results &r-e of the stable or mixing type (see 
for instance RCnyi [lo] and [ 111, or Richter [12] and [ 133) and thus allow treatment 
of joint ldistributions and random indexing (Billingsley [2] Theorem 4.5 and section 
17, Katai ancl Mogyorodi [9], Fischler [6]) although care is required to avoid 
problems caused by non-separability of the metric space. ” 
2, The space RN 
Let RN denote the space of real sequences x = (x0, x1, .x2,. .). For cy and /3 
real Ict 
and then define the metrics dl, d2 and & on RN, by 
d*(-% y) = SUpP(L, Yn) 
d,(x, y) = 2 2-“p(xn, yn)* 
n=O 
The Bore1 a-f%zlds generated by dl, d2 and d3 in RN will be denoted respectively 
9,, g2 and -9. It can easily Fne shown that (RN, dl) and (RN, d2) are complete but not 
separable metric spaces while (RN, 3) is a complete separable metric space. We 
have ;rlso d,(x, y) =s 2d@, y)‘& 4d3(x, y), Vx, y E R” so that 5& 1 & 1 99. The 
metric d3 induces the product topology on RN and 9? is the usual cr-field generated 
by the cylinder sets. The Kolmogorov extension theorem allows us to assert the 
existence of measures on (RN, 3) having a specified consistent set of finite- 
dimensional distributions. Suppose we have such a measure Q. It is necessary for 
this paper to see how it might be extended to (RN, g2) or even (RN, $&). If we have a 
sequence of sets with dl-compact closure D1 C D2, * =. , Di E 9? such that 9, n Lki = 
93 n D, for ad i and Q(E),) --+ 1 as i -+ 00 then we may define Q(D) for any D E 9, 
as 
Q(D) = lim Q(D, T’r D) i4m 
and by prohorov’s Thelorem (Theorem 6.1 of Billingsley [2]) Q is then a measure on 
N, 9,) and hence on (RN, 9$) also. It is clear that s~sch an extension is unique on 
N, 9,). The sets D1 are chosen to be of the form ES,,.; 3 C, for particular M E 
and positive integral r where 
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B, = I I x: sup 2 xj s3n j=O 
and 
SM I (2.1) 
cP -k/3 for ah ‘f 3 r 1 (2.2) 
for some p > 1 to be chosen later. Any set of the form B, 17 C, has compact closure 
since any sequence belonging tc it has a limit. The requirement that 9, n D, = 
3 n Di follows from the fact that dl and d3 generate the same topology on 
B, n C,. Suppose A C B,,, 17 Cr is &-open and let x E -4. Then there exists 
such that dl(x, y) < q implies y E A and without loss of generality q < 5. 
choose k such that P-“‘~ < q /2 and consider any y such that d,(x, y ) < 2-‘-‘q. 
We have 
d&v Y) = sup P ( 2 xj, 2 Yj) 
n20 k=O j-o 
(see Chung [3] p. 68) 
s 2k ,zo p(Xj, yj)2-j + pmk13 
, 
s 2”d&, y ) + p-kf3 
SO that y E A and A is d3-open as required. 
3, A. martingale central limit theorem 
Let {Sn, L%,; II s 0) be a martingale defined on a probability space (0, 
s3 = xi=,Xk, si = ES:< 00 and V’, = x,“,,E(XZ,f P,,_,} where .ZF-, = {+, 
For p > 1 and a > 0 define ranc’om lsequences in RN, 5 and & for 
and 
s ni z I 
Xn-j /(LSfi), j = 0,1,2,. . . 9 PI., 
0, j B vr. 
5=(~Yo,~Y,,...) 3.3 
where q 30 and is distributed independently 
mutually irdependent with YJ distributed as N( 
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and 
(3 5) . 
Theorem 1. Suppose that for some p > 1, a > 0 and 77 a random variable q 2 0 a.s. 
we have 
s;*Vz L> q*, with ET’ < 00, (3 7) . 
and 
s,2sZ,_,+()-r for r =0,1,2 ,... 
~{#$W%) [ $G-_l} -& exp( - t*/2) on {r) > 0}, 
(3 8) . 
(3 9) . . 
then for er:ery D E !& such that P(s E 8D) = 0 and every A E .sB, 
Pl({t” eD}nA (7 B~)-+P(~ED)P(A Iq >o) 
and for etrlery D E 9, such that P([ E 8D) = 0 and every A E & 
P({&ED)nA Iq::*O)-+P(JED)P(A )q>O). 
(3.10) 
(3.11) 
The following Lemma shows that (3.9) implies an apparently more stringent 
condition. 
Lemma 1. Conditions (3.7), (3.8) and (3.9) imply for each fixed integer j G r for 
r=o,1,2 ,... . 
E{e’:‘Xn-/Om.r 1 sn_j_l} P> exp( - t2p+/Z!) on {q > 0), (3.12) 
where Q,. r -= as,&,-,s R!r-l. 
Proof. By (3.8) and (3.7) 
so that 
and by boundedness 
E{eifXa .,‘*n.rj 9,_j_r) - on (7 > 0). 
Then (3.12) follows from (3.9). 
SR& A mori: stringt?nt condition than (3.71, under which the results of 
Theorem 1 still obtain, is 
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Si2V2, Ll - q2. (3.12) 
This is only slightly more stringent, since if (3.7) holds and E$ = !, we have from 
Chung [3], Theorem 45.4 that (3.12) is satisfied. 
4. Convergence of finite-dimensional distributions 
Put 
a +n = +(to,...,tr;A) = I 
A n { V,,___,s,‘, 
Suppose we can show that 
<Bn+P(A n{q >&})exp(-S[t~+p-‘t:+...%p-‘tS]) (4-l) 
for each M, r, to,. . . , t, and A E Sm and each F a continuity point of q. Then by the 
continuity theorem for characteristic functions and the fact that 
Q,,I (aV,)-’ = V,_J&!,_* v,’ -& 1 on{q>O} 
we have for any m and A E Sm ard any r and (F + l)-dimensional Bore1 set 
P(((5,,, l l .&)EB}nA f’Vq =v))-+P((Yo,..., r,)EB)P(A n{q 
and hence 
P({([“O, l - - 9 (nr)EB}nA 17 >O)--jP((Yo,..., Y,)EB)P(A 
Then from Theorem 2 of Renyi [lo], 
P({(L * l l 9 5,,)EB}nA il, >O)--,PI;(Yo,..., Y,)EB)P(A 
for any A E d and any (r + l)-dimensional Bore1 set B, which 
convergence of finite-dimensional distributions for *the sequences 
From an (r + l)-dimensional extension of Theorem 2 of Katai an 
(alternatively see Fischkr [6]) 
P({(sno, -' l ? &tr)EB}fU Ipa >O)~P((~Yo,...,17Y,)EB)P(A 17 > 
for every A E .a! and (t -t I)-deminsional Bore! set B For which P((q 
aB) = 0. The convergence in (4.3) is the required convergence 
&men&mall distributions of {&}. We need only prove (4.1). 
set 
A, = exp(it,_& ,J&, j. d =;: 0, Z. . . , I’. 
and 
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x [E{Ai f gn-i-l}+Xp( - $tfpmi)] 
(by Lemma I). 
by (4.4), since 1 Bj 1 s 2. 
5. Comlpletiolo oi ;ioof of Theorem 1 
The proof of ‘Theorem 1would common!y be completed by proving t:ightness, but 
It seems difkult to establish this directly f(Jr the sequences {&,} and {&}. Instead we 
consider a doluble array {SF’> and apply Theorem 4.2 of Billingsley [:2]. Although 
this theorem is given under the restriction that the random elements lie in a 
seplarable metric space this ii; only necessary tc ensure measurability of the function 
d& t!?) and since & and t(nu) as defined later have a restricted range rhis cause no 
problem. Define [(nu) for each n = 1,2,. . . and each U = 0, 1,2,. . . by 
5 ‘,“I == (((nuo), gy . . . ), 
where 
Xm-j/aSn, j=O,l,...,U An, 
s tu: z ni 
0, j3u An. 
It is obvious that for each fixed u the finke dimensional distributions of {$,“I} 
converge in the manner of (4.3) to those of 6”‘) where 
5 in) :::= (qY(), ?JY1, .. . ) qY,,O, l . l )* 
In addition, by convergence of 1 he finite-dimensional distributions there exists an M 
such that for E Ml and 
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and 
c u’l = XE =Q -k’3 for all k 2 u C P 
we have c 
so the sequence (5:)) is tight and thus for any D E 9, for which P(@“‘E iU3) = 
and every A E d, 
P({~‘“‘En,}r7A Ir, >O)-+P(~‘“‘EaD)P(A jr, >O). (53) 
Now the finite-dimensional distributions of {s’“‘> converge to those of 5 (again in 
the manner of (4.3)). We show {~‘“‘} is tight so that for any .D E 
P(r E dD) = 0 and any A E d. 
(Zonditioning on 77 we have by Kolmogorov’s inequality, for any C? > 0 
for all s, 
so that 
wvhere by (3.7), C’ 2Eq2 < 00. Hence folr 
c. = x E RN: SUpl 2 Xj 
I I 
s p-k” for all k 3 t 
sak j=k 
for P suitably large. 
Also if 
and k! is chosen sufficiently large? then by (5.5), 
P([(“) E &) 3 1 -- E /2 for all u. 
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Clearly (5 I 6) and (5.7) imply 
P(~‘“‘EBMfUY,~~l---~ forallu, 
so {t’“)} is tight and (5.4) follows. ‘To complete the proof of 1(3.18) we show that for 
each E XI, 
Ilim lim sup P(d*(e’,“‘, &,) 3 E ) = 0. (5 8) . ly--rw n--cc 
Now 
as required. 
To prove (3.11) we again require a round-about route to obtain tightness. From 
the proof of the tightness of the sequence (5’“)) we may conclude that there exist r 
and M such thitt 
and by 1:he xistence of such BM and C, for each & and the convergence of {[n} to 5 
just proved the*le exist r and M for each E > 0 such that 
(5 9) . 
Also, since 
there exists b such that 
P(sX, < b)> 1- e/2 for all II. 
We have 
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so that choosing A&, = 1Mb and to = t + I where I is such that ~~“~6 e 1 
Thus {{“} is tight and Theorem 1 is pr[oved. 
6. A branching process example 
L,et Z, = 1: Z,, Z2, . . . denote a super-critical Gahon-Watson branching process 
with 1 < @Z1 = m <ix, and O<VarZ1= u2 < 23. It is easily shown that Sor = 0, 
s, == X:=&z, - mZi-1) is a MG when Sm = a-field generated by ZO, Z1,. . . ( 
The: conditional variance 
v’, = 2 E{[Zk 
II-1 
- m2!J2 1 Sk-J = cf2 2 Zk 
k=I k=O 
and the variance 
st= ES:= clre2(mn - l)(m -1)-l. 
it is known (e.g. Athreya and Ney [l] p. 9) that under the conditions above 
where W is non-negative and E W = 1. From the Toeplitz Lemma we may c~~~~~d~ 
that 
s;;“v’,-= w 
and since EW = 1, then that 
sn2V++ w. 
Considering the expression for si we have also that 
s,~sZ,-~+ m -' forr=0,1,2 ,... . 
Let 4( ) be the characteristic function of (2, -- m )/a. Then by the centrA limit 
theorem 
[4(tn-“)]” + exp( - t2/2) 
and hence, since 
Z,Lm on{W>O}, 
[+(tz”_Jz--l --=+ exp( - F/2)1 on {W z 0). 
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Now (2” - mZ,_l)/a may be expressed as a sum of 2,-l variables distributed 
independently as (2, - m)/a, and independently of Zn+ Thus 
Eie ir(Z,-mZ,_,)/(Z n-lo) 1 iSi-,} = [~(tZn-l)]Zn-l --S exp( - t*/2) on {W > 0) 
and consequently, since 
z,!* “$ Zk_, D.5. ?Jj (m - 1)’ on {W >O} 
w-0 
E~eWB - mz,l_l)l(m -:(nl - IjV”) I%-,} B.B. exp( - 1**/2) on (W > 01. (6 3) . 
Define 
+?I = (sclno, 44l*, ’ l * ) 
where 
c< 
Z"-j - t?ZZ~--j-~)/(ftZ~~~'(t72 - l):§n)* j = O,l, l l l ) fi, 
tinj 5= 
I . 0, pn 
and 
qvl = (~dbk 4 
where 
1 
(2 n-j - t?lZ,,-j-~)/(l?Z~~(BZ -- 13Vn), j = O,l, . . . . n, 
qnj = 
0, i > n. 
x41so, let 
+ =(W!Y,, WiY,,...) 
where Yj are distributed mutually independently and independently of W with Yj 
being normal with mean zero and v;lriance m-j. Further, set 
As a direct application of Theorem 1, from (6.1) (6.2) and (6.3), we have 
Theorem 2. For any D E SBl with P(+ E CD) = 0 and any A E sllz 
P({&ED}nA 1 W>O)+P($ED)P(A 1 W>O) 
cltid for any 6) E 9, with P(JI E aI>) = 0 and any A E d 
1 W>O)-+P(+ED)P(A 1 W>O). 
Corollary 8. For any x a continuity point of WiYI and any A E ~4 
‘“-“J*(z”/z_, - m)sx}nA l.Z,,>O) 
(6 4) . 
(6 3 . 
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P({a-lz~-I(z”/z”-, - n;+Sx}nA /Z” >O) 
-+P(Y+x)P(A 1 W >O). 
Proof. Apply the Continuous Mapping Theorem, Theorem 5.1 of Biilingsley [2 
(6.4) and (6.5) with the mapping 
h(x) = XQ. 
Obtain the conditioning with (2” > 0} rather than (W > 0) by the argument in 
[4] p. 690. 
Corollary 2, For any x a continuity point of Wb Y, and any A E .9Q, 
-+P(w+Y ,sx)P(A 1 W>O). !f=l 
For any x and any A E d 
-+P(Y&x )P(A 1 W > 0). 
iPro& Use the mapping 
h(x) = Ii_% sup i: x,. 
j=O 
Corollaries 1 and 2 are central limit theorems for the Lo&a-Nagaev and 
estimators of the mean HI of the offspring distribution of the branchin 
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